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Abstract—The continuous innovation and advancement in

vehicle software functionality has driven the evolution of its

deployment platforms through several generations of vehicular

Electrical and Electronic (E/E) architectures. It is a daunting

task to evaluate pros and cons of allocating the new as well

as legacy functionality to these architectures. In this paper, we

propose a novel approach that uses communication patterns as

a metric to evaluate different vehicular E/E architectures and

propose a suitable allocation for the functionality. First, we

present the characteristics of these patterns in vehicular systems

that are derived from the state-of-the-art review, standardized

vehicular software architectures, well-known onboard vehicular,

communication protocols, industrial requirements and use cases.

We leverage the derived communication patterns and their

characteristics to propose an evaluation approach for different

architectural solutions for the functionality. We utilize a use case

from the vehicle industry to demonstrate the applicability and

usability of the proposed approach.

Index Terms—Automotive E/E architecture, communication

pattern, automotive software.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advancement in the vehicle domain can be largely at-
tributed to the advanced software functionality that is deployed
on vehicular Electrical and Electronic (E/E) architectures [1].
These E/E architectures are also evolving from the traditional
distributed architectures to domain centralized architectures
and even to the vehicle centralized architectures that are envi-
sioned for future vehicles [2], [3]. Distributed E/E architectures
can include up to 100 in-vehicle computers, also known as
Electronic Control Units (ECUs) [1]. Due to the complexity
of software distribution and communication among ECUs,
distributed E/E architectures are no longer capable of meeting
the novel requirements on the advanced vehicle functionality.
For example, Advanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS)
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have low-latency and high-bandwidth requirements on the
transmission of data that is generated from high-data rate sen-
sors like lidars and radars. In fact, these sensors can generate
hundreds of megabytes of data per second. In addition, ADAS
have to comply to strict non-functional requirements such as
security, functional safety, timing predictability, performance,
to mention a few [4].

Domain centralized E/E architectures contain comparatively
lower number of ECUs that are more powerful in terms of
computation [5]. Furthermore, these architectures allow high-
bandwidth and low-latency communication, e.g., based on
automotive Ethernet while supporting legacy low-bandwidth
communication, e.g., Controller Area Network (CAN) [6].
These architectures are capable of serving the requirements
of advanced vehicle functionality more efficiently compared to
distributed E/E architectures. Vehicle centralized architectures,
regarded as the future architectures, are expected to support
high-performance on-board computers, high-bandwidth and
low-latency backbone networks like Time-Sensitive Network-
ing (TSN)1 [7], and over-the-air and cloud services.

Given these generations of vehicular E/E architectures, it is
a daunting task, particularly for the industry, to evaluate pros
and cons of allocating the new as well as legacy functionality
to these architectures. The goals are to lower development cost,
allow functionality reuse, and meet non-functional require-
ments that are specified on the functionality, such as functional
safety and security. To address the challenge, this paper
proposes an approach to evaluate the vehicle functionality
on different E/E architectures based on architectural patterns
focusing on communication patterns. The main contributions
in this paper are as follows.

• We investigate and present the characteristics of architec-
tural patterns focusing on communication in the vehicular
domain. These characteristics are extracted from the state
of the art research in the area, standardized automotive

1https://1.ieee802.org/tsn
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software architectures, most commonly used onboard com-
munication protocols, industrial requirements and use cases.

• We leverage the patterns and their characteristics to propose
an approach to evaluate different E/E architectural solutions
for the implementation of the functionality.

• We provide recommendations for efficient allocation of the
functionality to the E/E architectures.

• We demonstrate the applicability and usability of the ap-
proach on a vehicle industrial use case.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Types of E/E Architecture
There are three different E/E architectures that prescribe

three generations of vehicular systems: Distributed E/E Archi-
tectures, Domain Centralised E/E Architectures, and Vehicle
Centralised E/E Architectures [2].

1) Distributed E/E architectures: Distributed E/E architec-
tures prescribe traditional vehicular systems. These architec-
tures are characterized by a high number of ECUs that are
mainly connected via broadcast networks like CAN. These
architecture are very modular since every ECU is dedicated to
a set of specific functions. However, this results in the software
and hardware being highly coupled with each other. In turn,
this leads to the problem of vendor lock-in.

2) Domain centralized E/E architectures: These architec-
tures characterize the contemporary vehicular systems. Con-
trary to the distributed E/E architectures, they focus on soft-
ware qualities such as scalability and maintainability. This
is achieved by using a layered architectural style and by
introducing the concept of domain, which groups several
ECUs. Examples of some commonly used domains in the
vehicular industry include chassis, power-train, body electron-
ics, and ADAS [8]. Each domain is controlled by a domain
controller, which also acts as a gateway. ECUs can directly
communicate with each other within the same domain. Inter-
ECU communication between two different domains takes
place via the domain controllers. This drastically reduces the
vehicle wire harness. Besides broadcast connections, these
architectures are capable of connecting to the internet as well.
This mainly happens over a secure gateway and a wireless
protocol like for example Long Term Evolution (LTE).

3) Vehicle centralized E/E architectures: These architec-
tures represent the future of vehicle systems. Similar to domain
centralized architectures, they use a layered style. However,
while domain centralized move towards the direction of do-
mains, these architectures move towards services. Centralized
architectures partition the vehicle into zones. A single ECU
is assigned to each zone. Zones are controlled from a single
vehicle control computer or computing cluster. ECUs only
act as a gateway between the central computer and the zone.
The central computer may exist out of a High-Performance
Computing Unit (HPCU) server and acts as the brain of
the vehicle [9]. The HPCU opens up a new dimension for
emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence, neural
networks, cloud, and over-the-air (OTA) updates [10]. Vehicle
centralized E/E architectures bring novel and considerable

risks related to security and safety. Vehicles will be exposed
to the internet and therefore prone to, e.g., trojan attacks.

B. Communication Pattern
A pattern consists of a set of principles, rules, guidelines

or solutions that can be used in a recurring manner in solving
a problem or developing functionalities [11]. In other words,
a pattern can be used as a reusable solution to a commonly
occurring problem. Well-known examples of patterns are pipe
and filter communication and layered architectures. In this
paper, we focus on communication patterns thus patterns
that provide solutions for the vehicle communication. Some
examples of general-purpose communication patterns include
synchronous patterns such as the HTTP-based REST, the
publish-subscribe pattern, asynchronous patterns, message-
oriented middle-ware, to mention a few. In contrast to the
general purpose patterns, we identify communication patterns
tailored for vehicular architectures. A communication pattern
can be categorized based on its decomposed components [12].
C. Related Work

In recent years, both researchers and practitioners in soft-
ware engineering have investigated and elicited patterns fo-
cusing on different characteristics, e.g., architectural, com-
munication, and for different application domains. Within
the vehicular domain, Schoch et al. [12] proposed a set of
five communication patterns, namely beaconing, geobroadcast,
unicast routing, advance message dissemination and informa-
tion aggregation. These patterns were defined after analyzing
the envisioned use-case scenarios and unique characteristics
of vehicular networks. Similar to our work, Schoch et al.
proposed communication patterns based on the envisioned
applications (e.g., curve speed warning, blind spot warning,
highway merge assistant). However, they did not evaluate
different vehicular architectures on the elicited patterns.

In the context of system engineering, Amorim et al. [13]
proposed a systematic pattern-based approach, which connects
safety and security patterns. They also provided guidance for
the pattern selection and demonstrated the application of a
combined safety and security pattern engineering workflow on
a use case. This work can be seen as complementary to our
work as we focus on communication patterns and evaluation of
different vehicular E/E architectures based on these patterns.

Washizaki et al. [14] presented a literature review on pat-
terns for systems based on the internet of things. The authors
categorized these patterns into architecture styles, architecture
and design patterns. Although these mostly offer pre-defined
solutions for the design of architectures in general, some of
them also focus on communication. For instance, pipe and
filters pattern is commonly used when realizing resource-
constrained real-time vehicular applications [15], [16].

Similarly, Aksakalli et al. [17] proposed a systematic lit-
erature review on deployment of communication patterns
focusing on micro services architecture. They identified three
types of deployment approaches and seven different commu-
nication patterns, namely synchronous, asynchronous, pub-
lish/subscribe, combination of HTTP and message queue,



TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMUNICATION PATTERNS CLASSIFIED IN DIFFERENT CATEGORIES.

Location Intra-vehicle Inter-vehicle
Medium Wired Wireless
Gateway Mechanism Homogeneous Segmented Homogeneous Heterogeneous
Data Transmission Point-to-Point Unicast Multicast Broadcast
Resource Constraints Time constraint Memory constraint Bandwidth constraint
Transmission Pattern Sporadic Periodic Hybrid
Data Exchange Service-oriented Signal-oriented
Security Integrity Confidentiality Authentication
Functional Safety PL a PL b PL c PL d / PL e

message-oriented middle-ware, point-to-point and binary pro-
tocols. Although Aksakalli et al. identified patterns for micro-
service architectures, some of these communication patterns
are commonly used in vehicular systems. For instance, point
to point and asynchronous. Some of these patterns provide
useful input to our work.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMUNICATION PATTERNS

This section presents the characteristics of communication
patterns in vehicular systems. These patterns are derived
from the review of the state of the art and input from the
most common network protocols that are used for onboard
communication in the vehicular domain (e.g., LIN, CAN, CAN
FD, CAN XL, FlexRay, MOST, LVDS and Automotive Eth-
ernet). Furthermore, exploration of the standardized vehicular
software architectures like AUTOSAR [18] and AUTOSAR
Adaptive [19]. In addition, we considered useful input based
on requirements and studying use cases of our industrial
partner in the vehicular domain. Based on our findings, we
classify the characteristics of communication patterns into nine
different categories as shown in Table I.
A. Identified Characteristics

1) Location: This category specifies the location of com-
munication infrastructure from the context of a vehicle. Hence,
it is further categorized into intra-vehicle and inter-vehicle
communication. The intra-vehicle refers to all on-board com-
munication, e.g., communication between on-board ECUs and
communication from sensors to actuators. On the other hand,
inter-vehicle communication comprises all the communication
that vehicle performs with its external environment, e.g., V2V
and V2I. Note that this paper focuses only on intra-vehicle
communication.

2) Medium: This category refers to the medium for net-
work communication, which can be wired or wireless. A large
majority of in-vehicle communication takes place via wired
medium [1], [7]. However, some in-vehicle functionality re-
quires wireless communication, e.g., tyre pressure monitoring
functionality. Note that this paper focuses only on wired intra-
vehicle communication.

3) Gateway Mechanism: The gateway provides an inter-
face and a routing mechanism for the communication between
different parts of the vehicle architecture, e.g., a gateway
between powertrain domain and body electronics domains. If
communication between two parts of the vehicle architecture

happens over the same network then the gateway mechanism
is referred to as the homogeneous mechanism. For example, a
gateway used in a multi-switch TSN network where both do-
mains use the same network. Similarly, if a gateway connects
two segments of the same network type then it is regarded
as the segmented homogeneous mechanism. For example, a
gateway that connects two CAN segments. On the other hand,
if a gateway connects two different networks then it is regarded
as the heterogeneous mechanism, e.g., connecting CAN and
TSN networks. In this case, the gateway is responsible for
mapping the messages between the two different networks.

4) Data Transmission: This category describes what type
of connections are established for the data transmission. If
two devices in the network (e.g., two ECUs or an ECU and
a switch) have a unique connection such that no other device
can share the same connection, then the data is transmitted
through point-to-point transmission. If a device transmits data
to only one other device, to a subset of all devices or to all
devices in the network then the transmission is regarded as the
unicast, multicast or broadcast transmission respectively.

5) Resource Constraints: This category refers to different
types of constraints that are specified on the vehicle function-
ality. These constraints are classified as bandwidth, memory
and timing constraints. The bandwidth constraint constrains
the bandwidth that the network should support in order to
meet the needs of the functionality. This, in turn, determines
the type of communication technology to be used to support
the functionality. For example, TSN is more suitable than
CAN or Flexray if high-data rate sensors (e.g., lidars and
radars) are utilized. The memory constraint constrains the
capacity and type of memory required by the functionality.
This constraint can be specified on an on-board ECU or
on the cloud if the vehicle functionality requires to offload
massive computations to a private (enterprise) cloud via 5G
or similar network [20]. Similarly, timing requirements in
the functionality are specified by means of timing constraints
such as deadline, reaction constraint, age constraint, among
others [18], [21].

6) Transmission Pattern: This category indicates how the
network messages are triggered for transmission. Hence, a
message can be periodic, sporadic or hybrid (mixed). A
hybrid message is both periodic and sporadic and is supported
by several higher-level protocols for CAN, e.g., CANopen,
HCAN and AUTOSAR Comm [22], [23].



Fig. 1. Feature diagram depicting communication patterns’ characteristics and relations.

7) Data Exchange Mechanism: This category specifies
the mechanism that is used to exchange information among
various components with the vehicle functionality. This mech-
anism can be either signal-oriented or service-oriented. Re-
cently, there has been an increasing interest in the service-
oriented data exchange mechanism in the vehicular do-
main [24]. This shift brings a new set of challenges with
respect to the vehicle security and safety, especially when
getting third-party services.

8) Security: The category provides an overview of the se-
curity requirements and applicable security precautions needed
by the vehicle functionality. This category is classified into
Confidentiality, Integrity and Authentication (CIA). Confiden-
tiality is to prevent disclosure of the vehicle functionality’s
sensitive information from unauthorized people, resources
and processes. Integrity refers to the protection of system
information or processes from intentional or accidental modi-
fication. Whereas, authentication reflects on the assurance that
the system is accessible by authorized users when needed
[25]. There are several protocols and mechanisms to support
confidentiality, data integrity and authentication for the vehicle
functionality, e.g., Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC), parity
check, bus guardian, MACsec, CANAuth Protocol, IPsec,
TLS, AUTOSAR Secure Onboard Communication, firewalls,
honeypots, intrution detection system, to mention a few.

9) Functional Safety: The functional safety category is
based on the safety standard ISO 13849 [26], which is used
in the segment of safety machines and construction equip-
ment vehicles. This standard provides safety requirements and
guidance on the principles of design and integration of safety-
related parts in control systems. ISO 13849 provides five
Performance Levels (PL), denoted by a, b, c, d and e, where
PL a is the lowest level and PL e is the highest level. This
is in line with the other safety standards like ISO 26262 for
road vehicles [27]. ISO 26262 defines four Automotive Safety
Integrity Levels (ASILs), denoted by A, B, C and D, where A
is the lowest ASIL and D is the highest ASIL. The PLs and
ASILs can be maped as follows: ASIL D to PL e, ASIL C to
PL d, ASIL B to PL c, and ASIL A to PL b [28]. ISO 13849
provides the probability of dangerous failure per hour (PFHd),
which indicates the average probability of a dangerous failure
happening per hour. Table II depicts the relationship between
the PLs and the PFHds [29].

In order to provide a visual representation of the char-
acteristics of the communication patterns, we model a fea-

ture diagram [30] as depicted in Fig. 1. We focus only on
the intra-vehicle communication in this paper. Therefore, we
consider only “Intra-Vehicle Communication” sub-category in
the location category. This sub-category represents the parent
object in the feature diagram and has a mandatory relation
with the medium, gateway mechanism, data transmission, data
exchange and transmission type characteristics of the commu-
nication patterns. This means that these characteristics must
be included in the intra-vehicle communication. On the other
hand, the parent object has an optional relation with resource
constraints, security and functional safety characteristics. This
means that these constraints and characteristics can be (but not
necessarily) included in the intra-vehicle communication. Each
of the medium, resource constraints and security categories
has an OR relation with its sub-categories. For instance, a
medium can be wired, wireless or both. Similarly, the specified
resource constraints can be one or more of timing, memory
and bandwidth constraint types. Each of the gateway mecha-
nism, data exchange, transmission type and functional safety
categories has an alternate relation with its sub-categories. This
means, exactly one of the sub-categories can be included in
a given communication pattern. For example, the functional
safety constraint specified on a part of the functionality could
be only one of the PL’s shown in Fig. 1. Another example is
that the transmission type of a message can be only periodic,
sporadic or hybrid. Note that the data transmission category
has a mix of an OR and an alternate relation. This implies that
the data transmission can be point-to-point and at the same
time it can be one of the unicast, multi-case or broadcast.

One of the notable advantages of using a feature diagram
is that it can be extended to capture dependencies between
different characteristics of a pattern, e.g., using the CANAuth
protocol [31] for security requires having one or more CAN
buses as the communication medium, which leads to the
broadcast nature of communication. This paper focuses on
using feature diagrams for design decisions, however com-
bining feature diagram with requirements tree might be used
in future work for addressing requirements elicitation for the
functionality implementation.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH AND USE-CASE ILLUSTRATION

This section presents an approach to evaluate the distributed,
domain centralized and vehicle centralized E/E architectures
for a given vehicular functionality based on communication
patterns. The proposed approach is graphically depicted in
Fig. 2. A vehicular functionality (e.g., engine management,
vehicle speed calculation, and many more) complemented



TABLE II
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERFORMANCE LEVEL (PL) AND PROBABILITY

OF DANGEROUS FAILURE PER HOUR (PFHD).

PL PFHd

PL a � 10�5 to < 10�4

PL b � 3.10�6 to < 10�5

PL c � 10�6 to < 3.10�6

PL d � 10�7 to < 10�6

PL e � 10�8 to < 10�7

with non-functional requirements (e.g., functional safety and
security) serves as an input to this approach. A catalogue of
communication patterns is explored to identify one or more
suitable patterns to which the functionality can be mapped.
Note that this work does not focus on deriving the commu-
nication patterns, but on how to utilize the patterns catalogue
to map the given functionality to evaluate the vehicular E/E
architectures. A detailed discussion about the derivation of the
communication patterns is presented in [28].

Once the functionality is mapped to a communication
pattern, the pattern is evaluated against the provided set of
vehicular E/E architectures based on the selected evaluation
criteria. In this work, security and functional safety (support
for redundancy, hardware/software separation and lock-step
execution) are chosen for the evaluation as some of the most
critical characteristics of vehicular systems. The evaluation
provides the advantages and disadvantages of implementing
the given functionality to each of these vehicular E/E archi-
tectures. Based on the evaluation results, recommendations are
made on the selection of the best suited architecture for the
functionality. Furthermore, guidelines are provided for further
development of the functionality if a particular vehicular E/E
architecture is desired due to the industrial needs.

Fig. 2. E/E architecture evaluation for a particular functionality approach.

A. Use Case
In order to illustrate the proposed approach, we consider

a vehicular use case that comprises a functionality of speed
calculation and its display on the screen for the driver [28]. The
functionality requires input data from sensors that are located
in the powertrain subsystem of the vehicle. The retrieved
data is used to calculate the vehicle speed and, finally, the
calculated values are sent to be displayed on the driver’s
screen. The speed needs to be periodically updated and the
updated value is used by other connected functionalities, e.g.,
data logging. The logical decomposition of the functionality
is demonstrated in Fig. 3. A particular implementation of the

functionality depends on the vehicle architecture, its functional
allocation and typology constraints.

Fig. 3. Logical representation of the speed calculation functionality.

B. Pattern Identification
Given the communication pattern characteristics described

in Section III, the speed calculating functionality is charac-
terized as follows. The functionality uses only intra-vehicle
communication via a wired medium. The input and output of
the functionality are located in different parts of the vehicle,
therefore a heterogeneous gateway mechanism is intended.
The multicast data transmission is required as the calculated
speed value is intended to be used by other functionalities
in the vehicle, e.g., cruise control functionality. There are
time and bandwidth constraints specified on the functionality.
The functionality employs periodic transmission and signal-
oriented data exchange mechanism. The functionality has
security considerations depending on the threat model used
by the vehicular system analyst. The functionality is required
to meet safety requirements (PL b) and additional redundancy
requirements. The pattern characteristics identified in the func-
tionality are highlighted with green color in Table III.

TABLE III
IDENTIFIED PATTERN CHARACTERISTICS IN THE USE CASE.

Location Intra-vehicle Inter-vehicle
Medium Wired Wireless

Gateway Mechanism Homogeneous Segmented Homogeneous Heterogeneous
Data Transmission Point-to-Point Unicast Multicast Broadcast

Resource Constraints Time constraint Memory constraint Bandwidth constraint
Transmission Pattern Sporadic Periodic Hybrid
Data Exchange Service-oriented Signal-oriented
Security Integrity Confidentiality Authentication
Functional Safety PL a PL b PL c PL d / PL e

We explore the pattern catalogue and identify one commu-
nication pattern that is a suitable candidate to map the speed
calculation functionality to the vehicular E/E architectures.
The pattern consists of three communication entities, namely
the sensors and other input, computing platform, and actuators
and other output shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 depicts the speed
calculation functionality mapped to the identified pattern.

Fig. 4. Communication pattern identified from the pattern catalogue for the
speed calculation functionality.

Fig. 5. Speed calculation functionality mapped to the identified pattern.



C. Functionality Allocation to the E/E Architectures

Given the three vehicular E/E architectures considered in
this paper, the described functionality could be allocated
with each architecture type in a different manner. Fig. 6
demonstrates how the speed calculating functionality can be
allocated to a distributed E/E architecture (lines and nodes in
bold), one ECU gets the sensor data, provides the calculation
of the vehicle speed, and further via a gateway (GW) sends
it to another ECU handling the display. Next, in Fig. 7 it is
shown how the functionality can be allocated to the domain
centralized E/E architecture. In this case, instead of using the
gateway node, two domain controllers (DC) communicate the
sensor values and corresponding calculated speed values to
the ECU that controls the display. Finally, Fig. 8 shows how
the speed calculating functionality can be allocated to the
vehicle centralized E/E architecture. In this architecture, an
input handing node receives the sensors data and then forwards
it to the HPCU. The HPCU node, in turn, performs the
corresponding calculation and forwards the calculated value
to the ECU that controls the display. These allocations reflect
the main concepts of the three vehicular E/E architectures.
However, these allocations do not represent the only possible
solutions for the functionality allocation, and thus further
allocations are also possible based on other functional and
non-functional requirements of the given functionality.

Fig. 6. Functionality allocation to the distributed E/E architecture considering
the identified pattern.

Fig. 7. Functionality allocation to the domain centralized E/E architecture
considering the identified pattern.

Fig. 8. Functionality allocation to the vehicle centralized E/E architecture
considering the identified pattern.

V. EVALUATION

This section evaluates the functionality allocation to the
three vehicular E/E architectures using the communication
pattern presented in Fig. 4. We focus on functional safety and
security in the evaluation.

A. Safety Requirements and their Implications

The functionality in the use case has a functional safety
requirement specified as PL b according to ISO 13849. Note
that PL b is similar to ASIL C in ISO 26262. There are many
factors that are required to fulfill the requirements associated
to a safety level. We do not consider the process aspects, but
focus on the functionality allocation to the E/E architectures.
Hence, the main aspects for the required safety level con-
sidered in this paper include redundancy in communication
and separation of hardware and software resources between
functionalities with different criticalities.

In the scenario, where the functionality is allocated to a
distributed E/E architecture as shown in Fig. 6, the redundancy
requirement refers to a redundant communication mechanism
among the ECUs that are connected to the corresponding
sensor and display unit. This can be achieved by using two
redundant CAN buses to connect all the ECUs in Fig. 6.

When the functionality is allocated to the domain central-
ized E/E architecture as shown in Fig. 7, the communication
redundancy needs to be supported up to the two domain
controllers. This means, that both intra-domain networks as
well as the inter-domain network should have redundancy.
Consequently, this would require redundant CAN buses within
each domain and a redundant CAN bus or redundant automo-
tive Ethernet links between the two domain controllers. Hence,
a lot more redundancy in the networks is required compared
to that of the distributed E/E architecture.

Finally, considering the functionality allocation to the ve-
hicle centralized E/E architecture as shown in Fig. 8, the
redundancy is required for communication between the ECUs
and HPCU. This type of E/E architecture naturally implies
less communication links as the majority of the functionality
is allocated to the HPCU. As the vehicle centralized E/E
architectures are expected to use high-bandwidth and low-
latency networks like TSN, a redundant path in the same
network can be used for redundancy. Thanks to the frame-
replication mechanism supported by TSN [32], it is also
possible to use redundancy in the transmission of network
messages. This allows to address temporary faults in the
communication network.

Integrity of the network messages is required to support
the system’s safety as well as system’s security. This can be
achieved by end-to-end protection protocols, e.g., AUTOSAR
supports end-to-end protection mechanism on CAN and has
different profiles described for it [33], [34]. These mechanisms
are mostly realized with software and have limited implica-
tions on the overall topology and architecture. However, these
mechanisms cause communication overhead in terms of the
amount of extra signals to consider for communication.



Each functionality within the computing platform (ECU,
Gaeway node, Domain controller or HPCU) can be associated
to a particular criticality level [15]. These applications would
require separation of software and hardware resources from
each other to prevent a lower-criticality functionality to inter-
fere with a higher-criticality functionality. In order to isolate
the speed calculation functionality from other functionalities,
each functionality can be allocated to a separate partition that
provides separation in time and space from the other partitions
on the same core or a set of cores within the same computing
platform. Furthermore, lock-step execution that is supported by
many modern computing platforms2 can be utilized to support
correctness of execution as well as correctness of the time
when the execution is completed for the functionalities that
are allocated to different cores within the same computing
platform.
B. Security Requirements and their Implications

Traditionally, security concerns have not been in focus
for the automotive domain following the assumption of a
vehicle being an isolated system that is difficult to breach.
However, with the increased outer vehicle connectivity, there
are more and more cases of security breaches in the automotive
domain [35]. Given that the main vehicle vulnerabilities lie in
its connectivity, security architecture is often structured around
the telematics unit or domain. The security requirements can
be addressed by using security zones [36], a firewall placed
within the telematics unit and/or using an intrusion detection
system (IDS) located in a position that allows extended traffic
monitoring. Security zones are zones defined on logical and/or
hardware/software levels with a rationale of having different
security requirements within the zones. Such structure implies
additional security measures on the boarder of the zones. Usu-
ally, structuring of zones depends on location of connectivity
solutions and allocation of critical functionalities.

A vehicle centralized E/E architecture suggests placing
firewall and IDS in the HPCU due to its high computational
capability. A zone, in this case, could be structured by sub-
networks around the HPCU or centrally around it. In the case
of domain centralized E/E architectures, telematics could be
separated as a corresponding domain and its domain controller
can be the firewall location and possible center of zones
structure. In the case of the distributed E/E architectures,
a telematics ECU most probably becomes a location for
supporting firewall, while the IDS could be placed at other
strategical location within the vehicle. From the perspective of
the functionality allocation, whether the functionality crosses
over different security zones, requires to go through the
firewall and/or its location relative to the IDS (i.e., how much
IDS can monitor the functionality) need to be considered.

C. Discussion
This subsection provides recommendations for the func-

tionality allocation to the vehicular E/E architectures. The
recommendations are based on the above evaluation.

2https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/product/microcontroller/32-bit-tricore-
microcontroller

The functionality allocation to the vehicle centralized E/E
architecture has a lesser communication overhead as compared
to the rest of the architectures. However, this architecture is
envisioned as the future vehicle architecture. The functionality
allocation to this architecture could be a step-wise process
in which the contemporary domain controllers can be first
integrated with the HPCU. Later on, the functionalities of
the domain controllers can be migrated to the HPCU, thereby
eliminating the need for the domain controllers. An example of
such a hybrid solution is the Human Machine Interface (HMI)
domain controller that could co-exist with the HPCU in the
first step in the step-wise allocation process. In this way, the
legacy functionality and legacy subsystems in the vehicle can
be better supported in gradual evolution of the functionality
allocation to the future E/E architectures.

As it was observed in Section IV-B, the input and output of
a functionality can be located in different parts of the vehicle,
e.g., powertrain and HMI respectively. The HMI unit serves
as an interface for the vehicle’s connectivity with the driver’s
nomadic devices. Hence, a dedicated security zone needs to be
centered around the HMI unit. Therefore, our assumption is
that the use-case functionality is likely to be allocated across
more than one security zone. This, in turn, implies that one of
the ECUs on which the functionality is allocated serves as the
border between two or more security zones. This ECU needs
to implement security mechanisms that support authentication
and confidentiality.

Apart from the HMI unit, a vehicle is likely to have other
points of connectivity with external devices, e.g., a telematic
unit that may be located within the HPCU for communication
with back office or road infrastructure. In this case, one
more security border might be needed between the HPCU
and the HMI security zones, which could be realized by
the HMI domain controller that implements suitable security
mechanisms. In crux, the potential candidates to implement
these security mechanisms are gateway ECU in the distributed
E/E architecture, domain controller in the domain centralized
E/E architecture, and HPCU in the vehicle centralized E/E
architecture. These security mechanisms require heavy compu-
tations due to which they are more suited to the HPCU because
of its higher computational resources compared to ECUs and
domain controllers. Hence, the vehicle centralized E/E archi-
tectures are inherently more suited to support computationally
complex security mechanisms in vehicles.

Although we focused only on the functional safety and
security characteristics of the communication patterns in the
evaluation, there can be other characteristics such as timing,
bandwidth and memory constraints that can also impact on the
functionality allocation to various E/E architectures. Evalua-
tion of these characteristics is left for future work.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Allocation of vehicular functionality that comprises new
advanced features as well as legacy software functions to a
generation of vehicular E/E architectures, while considering
non-functional requirements, is a challenging task. It is of



utmost importance for the industry to evaluate pros and cons
of allocating the functionality to these architectures. In this
paper, we leveraged the abstraction of communication patterns
to propose an approach to evaluate the functionality alloca-
tion to different vehicular E/E architectures. In this regard,
we derived the characteristics of these patterns in vehicular
systems from the state of the art, standardized vehicular
software architectures, most common onboard communication
protocols, and industrial requirements and use cases. We
used an industrial use case, comprising the speed calculation
functionality, to demonstrate the applicability and usability
of the proposed approach. The functionality, based on its
logical decomposition and dependencies, was mapped to a
corresponding communication pattern, which was used to eval-
uate the the functionality allocation to the three vehicular E/E
architectures. The evaluation results indicate that the vehicle
centralized E/E architecture allows the most efficient allocation
from communication and security points of view. In the case
of Human Machine Interface (HMI) applications, a hybrid
allocation, where the vehicle centralized E/E architecture is
possibly complemented with a domain controller, seems to
be a promising solution while taking into account the legacy,
functional safety and security considerations.
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